
When God speaks through his word the Bible, readers don’t hear mere whispers,
hints, suggestions, myths, or comforts. The Bible, far and away the most-widely
published book in history, instead tells God’s story in unparalleled clarity, antiquity,
scope, import, originality, and perspective. God’s word is fully worthy of its
inestimable author, with every verse perfectly crafted in its proper place. For all its
perfection and unmatchable significance, though, the Bible does not tell its story
easily. The Bible can put off even intrepid readers, when they do not read with the
Spirit’s discernment. Plenty of books, indeed rafts of exquisite commentaries,
explain the Bible. Yet wouldn’t reading the Bible itself be especially valuable, if
authors writing under the Spirit’s guidance had explained it to us?

The letters, or if you prefer epistles, give us that opportunity. The Bible’s
sixty-six books include history, law, teaching, genealogy, prophecy, wisdom
writing, song, revelation, and, yes, letters. The Bible places the letters in a New
Testament series, after the four gospel books and the history of the early church in
Acts but before the concluding book Revelation. The letters play a critical role in
confirming, clarifying, and encompassing the doctrine that the Bible’s other books
imply across complex histories, events, and prophecies. The epistles provide an
invaluable confirmation of the gospel, an absolute treasure spelling out the gospel’s
concepts and meanings in plain language, while leaving no doubt as to the lessons
to draw.

Without the epistles, a reader would have to infer the correct meaning of many
widely varying Bible books recording or suggesting histories, trends, tendencies,
patterns, peoples, conflicts, characters, and events. A reader would also have to
wrestle applications and lessons from that meaning. The four gospel books and Acts
of course provide the gospel foundation, but the letters clarify critical
understandings, commitments, concepts, principles, and doctrine. If you want to
think, walk, and talk Bible, having God’s word dwell in you most richly, which is a
profound desire, then read the letters.

The Bible organizes the twenty-one New Testament letters by their authors. The
first thirteen letters claim Paul’s authorship, with a fourteenth letter Hebrews having
no identified author but placed next in order after the thirteen letters attributed to
Paul. These fourteen examples, give or take Hebrews, traditionally comprise the
Pauline letters, notwithstanding substantial question over the authorship of some of
the letters. The next letter identifies itself as having James as its author, followed by
two letters claiming Peter’s authorship, three letters claiming John’s authorship, and
a final letter claiming Jude’s authorship. Questions also exist over the authorship of
some of these last seven letters.



Questions over authorship, as to letters claiming specific authors, in no sense
imply that any anonymous authors meant to mislead readers as to attribution. To the
contrary, devoted students, in the role of the attributed author’s trusted scribe or
memoirist, may have been the anonymous authors, in honorific attribution,
following a convention common to ancient schools. Better for a student to credit the
teacher than to claim credit alone. Thus, even if Paul did not write several of the
letters claiming his authorship, then his attribution still bears authority in tracing to
Paul the experience that formed the thought, all under the Holy Spirit’s inspiration.
Keep that reassurance in mind when considering the following discussion of
individual authors.

Because the Bible’s twenty-one New Testament letters generally take the form of
correspondence, they do presume certain recipient audiences, from which we learn
more about the letters and their intended meaning. Appropriate to the prevailing
conventions for correspondence, the letters typically begin with a greeting that
identifies the letter’s author and recipients. A thanksgiving prayer typically follows.
The letters then devote their main content to practical instruction in tenets of
Christian faith, often addressing specific challenges that the letter’s recipients face.
The letters tend to include relatively specific counsel and direction on conduct,
drawn from the more-general doctrinal presentation. The letters typically conclude
with personal information about the author and acquaintances, greetings, and pleas.

One can group the letters according to audience and attributes, beyond grouping
the letters according to their stated or presumed authors. For instance, four of the
Pauline letters, including Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, bear
the mark of captivity letters, Paul having written from prison. Three other Pauline
letters, including 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, and Titus, we know as the pastoral letters
because addressed to protégé pastors and carrying advice on how to guide the
congregation. Aside from Hebrews, the other Pauline letters outside of the pastoral
letters all had specific church communities as their audience. The last seven letters
outside of the Pauline corpus, including James, 1 and 2 Peter, 1, 2, and 3 John, and
Jude, we know as catholic or universal letters because not addressed to a specific
church community. The universal letters have general application, although the
letters addressed to church communities facing specific challenges also have
universal value and appeal for the warnings that they hold. Read the letters under
the Spirit’s guidance. They hold riches untold.


